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Maternal exposure to DEHP during fetal periods does not affect the symptoms of atopic dermatitis-like skin lesions in offspring. We evaluated clinical scores 24 hours after each intradermal injection. Data are the means ± SE of 7-12 animals per group.

*; p<0.01; Dp-treated groups vs. nontreated group and saline(+vehicle) group
Maternal exposure to DEHP during neonatal periods enhances the symptoms of atopic dermatitis-like skin lesions in offspring. We evaluated clinical scores 24 hours after each intradermal injection. Data are the means ± SE of 12 animals per group.

*; p<0.01; Dp-treated groups vs. nontreated group and saline(+vehicle) group.

#; p<0.01; Dp(+DEHP 100μg) group vs. Dp(+vehicle) group